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AbstractÐThis paper addresses the problem of invariant-based recognition of quadric configurations from a single image. These

configurations consist of a pair of rigidly connected translationally repeated quadric surfaces. This problem is approached via a

reconstruction framework. A new mathematical framework, using relative affine structure, on the lines of Luong and Vieville [12], has

been proposed. Using this mathematical framework, translationally repeated objects have been projectively reconstructed, from a

single image, with four image point correspondences of the distinguished points on the object and its translate. This has been used to

obtain a reconstruction of a pair of translationally repeated quadrics. We have proposed joint projective invariants of a pair of proper

quadrics. For the purpose of recognition of quadric configurations, we compute these invariants for the pair of reconstructed quadrics.

Experimental results on synthetic and real images, establish the discriminatory power and stability of the proposed invariant-based

recognition strategy. As a specific example, we have applied this technique for discriminating images of monuments which are

characterized by translationally repeated domes modeled as quadrics.

Index TermsÐ3D objects, reconstruction, recognition, projective invariants, translationally repeated objects, quadrics.

æ

1 INTRODUCTION

IN this paper, we have addressed the problem of
recognition of scenes composed of translationally re-

peated quadrics. Quadrics have been assumed to be rigidly
placed, that is, the translation between the quadrics is fixed.
Quadrics are 3D shapes like ellipsoids, hyperboloids, etc.
They can occur as individual objects or as parts of more
complex objects. There are many examples of real 3D scenes
where each of these objects are configured in a repeated
manner. Historical monuments of architectural significance,
with multidome structure (Figs. 6, 7, and 8), are typical
examples of such scene configurations, where each of the
domes can be modeled as a quadric (ellipsoid) (Fig. 9). The
proposed recognition scheme involves a projective recon-
struction of the quadrics from a single image of the scene
and computation of projective invariants for a pair of
proper quadrics. We have carried out experimental in-
vestigations on synthetic and real images, to study the
discriminatory power and the stability of the invariant-
based recognition strategy. We have applied this technique
for identification of historical monuments and have
received encouraging results.

Invariant-based recognition schemes for 3D objects are

appealing because invariants provide viewpoint indepen-

dent descriptors of these objects. However, unlike planar

objects [19], [8], [10], [16], [17], [18], it is not possible to
formulate invariants for the general class of 3D objects [24].
Invariants of only specific classes of 3D objects can be
computed from a single image, by exploiting certain class
specific geometric constraints [2], [24], [15]. Translationally
repeated objects and algebraic surfaces are two such classes.
Quadrics are algebraic surfaces. In this paper, we explore a
combination of these classes in the form of translationally
repeated objects in which each of the components is a
quadric and exploit the geometric constraint of repetition.
In this paper, we have proposed a reconstruction-based
recognition strategy for translationally repeated objects and
applied it specifically to the case of translationally repeated
quadrics given a single image of a repeated object. The
proposed recognition scheme uses joint projective invar-
iants computed from the pair of reconstructed quadrics.
This approach for recognition of translationally repeated
quadrics via projectively reconstructed quadric components
is the unique contribution of the paper as such reconstruc-
tion-based recognition schemes are few in the literature
[24]. In fact, the recognition strategy is general and
applicable to all repeated objects for which invariants can
be computed.

Work on repeated objects in the past has concentrated on
their reconstruction, handled by converting a single image
to the equivalent multiple view of the single instance. This
has lead to the convergence of the single view [13], [14] and
multiple view-based approaches [7], [20]. The affine
structure for translationally repeated objects has been
obtained by Moons et al. [13] using vanishing points and
five point correspondences between the two views. Mundy
and Zisserman [14] have studied affine structure as a
projective ambiguity matrix. Shashua [21], [22] has handled
affine structure as a special case of relative affine structure.
By exploiting this affine ambiguity, Liu et al. [11] obtained
3D affine invariants for recognizing 3D translationally
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repeated objects. But, affine structure does not suffice for an
extension to reconstruction scheme for translationally
repeated quadrics. Therefore, the technique of [11] is not
applicable to quadric configurations in our context.

We first develop a new framework for the relative affine
reconstruction of translationally repeated objects from a
single uncalibrated image by converting it to its equivalent
stereo image framework where the second camera is a
translate of the original camera. This reconstruction scheme,
in fact, is general and applicable to different classes of
translationally repeated objects. It requires the knowledge
of four image point correspondences on the object and its
translate, and the choice of four points is not critical to the
strategy. A new mathematical framework has been pro-
posed for transforming a pair of uncalibrated cameras such
that the first camera gets aligned. The second camera matrix
involves a homography between two image planes and a
normalized second epipole, both of which are computable
from image information. Although relative affine structure
has been obtained in the past [21], [12] using two images of
the object, the novelty in the contribution of our paper lies
in the modifying the existing formulation and developing
the theory which handles reconstruction of repeated objects
from a single image. Reconstructing the translated compo-
nent from the available information has not been handled in
the past.

In the particular case of applying the above scheme to
reconstruct translationally repeated quadrics, we require
additional information of the outline conics. The relative
affine structure has been necessitated by quadric recon-
struction. Although Shashua and Toelg [23] and Cross and
Zisserman [6] have reconstructed quadrics using two views,
they do not address the problem of repeated objects.
Shashua and Toelg [23] reconstructed a quadric reference
surface using the knowledge of outline conic and four point
correspondences in the two images. Cross and Zisserman [6]
do a quadric reconstruction using dual space geometry.
Repeated applications of these strategies, either by taking
both the components together or by reversing the camera set
up, will lead to components which are reconstructed with
respect to different frames and, hence, cannot be used for
computing joint invariants essential for recognition. Our
reconstruction framework overcomes this difficulty by
incorporating the repetitions in the same frame.

The invariants computed using these reconstructed
quadrics have the ability to distinguish quadric configura-
tions on the basis of translation between the quadrics and
the nature of quadrics. Consequently, the invariants are
appropriate for recognition of different configurations like
historical monuments which are distinguished by the
location of repeated quadrics and the nature of quadrics.
The occurrence of multiple quadrics and the relatively large
separation between the quadrics on the actual structures
make this approach robust against occlusion. An alternate
framework to handle occlusion specifically has been
developed using the repetition explicitly [4].

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we define
the problem and give the mathematical background
required for the paper and give the projective ambiguity
matrix used in reconstruction. Section 3 gives a projective
reconstruction of translationally repeated objects, in

general. In Section 4, we have reconstructed a pair of
translationally repeated quadrics. Section 5 deals with the
computation of joint projective invariants for an arbitrary
pair of proper quadrics. These invariants are then used for
the purpose of recognition of quadric configurations.
Section 6 contains experimental results regarding discrimi-
natory power and the stability of the strategy. Implementa-
tion has been done on synthetic and real images. The
applications of the theory developed have been carried out
for the special case of famous historical monuments, which
contain translationally repeated domes. This is followed by
a section which gives the conclusions. Finally, the Appendix
contains the proofs of some of the theorems referred to in
the paper.

2 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND APPROACH TO

SOLUTION

Our aim in the paper is to recognize translationally repeated
3D objects. They consist of components S and S0 such that
S0 � T �S�, where

T � I3 t
0 1

� �
; t � �t1 t2 t3�t

denotes translation. Such objects are called Translationally

repeated objects. With this end in view, we propose a

reconstruction-based recognition strategy for such objects.

We will first reconstruct the two components with respect

to the same frame and use these to compute the values of

the projective invariants. These values are used for the

purpose of recognition.
The recognition and reconstruction of translationally

repeated objects is handled by converting the single camera

framework to its equivalent stereo framework. A camera

here means a perspective uncalibrated camera represented

by a 3� 4 matrix of the form �P p� with det�P � 6� 0 and

centre of perspectivity (COP) in homogeneous coordinates

given by

ÿPÿ1p
1

� �
:

Let eP � �P p� and eP 0 � �P 0 p0� represent two cameras in the
equivalent stereo framework with respective center of
perspectivities given by

COP1 � ÿPÿ1p
1

� �
and COP2 � ÿP 0ÿ1p0

1

� �
and having respective image planes R1 and R2.

Let M � �X Y Z 1�t represent an arbitrary 3D point in
homogeneous coordinates. Define

em � �P p�M � zM
xM=zM
yM=zM

1

0@ 1A � �m;
� � zM 6� 0 and m � �x y 1�t is observable in the image.

Similarly, em0 � �P 0p0�M � �0m0; �0 6� 0;m0 � �x0 y0 1�t, where

m0 is observable in the image. By definition, m and m0 or em
and em0 are said to be corresponding points.
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The epipoles are defined as

ee � �P p� ÿP
0ÿ1p0

1

 !
� �ee; e �

e1

e2

1

0B@
1CA

and

ee0 � �P 0 p0� ÿPÿ1p

1

� �
� �e0e0; e0 �

e01
e02
1

0B@
1CA:

We now define the homography H� from image plane
R1 to the image plane R2. Let � be a plane which does not
contain COP1 and COP2. Let h1 � �P p�j� : �!R1 and
h2 � �P 0 p0�j� : �!R2 denote the restriction of �P p� and
�P 0 p0� to the plane �, respectively. This means h1M �
�P p�M and h2M � �P 0 p0�M for every M 2 �. Since COP's
do not belong to �, both h1 and h2 are invertible. Define
H� : R1 !R2 by H� � h2h

ÿ1
1 . H� is called the homo-

graphy from R1 to R2 via the plane �. By definition for
every M 2 �, we have

H� em � h2h
ÿ1
1 �P p�M � h2h

ÿ1
1 h1M � h2M � �P 0 p0�M � em0:

H� is represented by a 3� 3 nonsingular matrix upto a scale
and, hence, H� has eight independent parameters. Each
image point contributes two parameters. Thus, given four
image point correspondences of points in general position,
the homography H� can be computed upto a scale [3], [21].

When � � �1 (the plane at infinity) then H�1 � H1.
Then, h1 � P and h2 � P 0 and H1 � h2h

ÿ1
1 � P 0Pÿ1. With

our notations, we can prove the following: 1) H�ee � ee0 for
some  2 IR;  6� 0, 2) ee0 � p0 ÿH1p, and 3) H1ee � ÿee0 (See
Appendix for proof).

We first develop a framework for the projective (relative
affine) reconstruction of the components with respect to the
same frame (Section 3). For this we define a projective
reconstruction matrix which transforms the cameras into
image computable form. Here, we follow broadly Luong
and Vieville [12] for aligning the first camera �P p� using
relative affine framework. Define,

H � P p
LtN �N

� �
; LtN � ÿ�t�N

P ; �N � ÿ�t�N
p� �e0 jje0jj;

where �t�N
� e0tN�H� ÿH1� and e0N � e0=jje0jj (see Appendix

for proof). It can be verified that H is invertible. Also the
cameras can be transformed by H, to

�P p� � �I3 0�H; �P 0 p0� � �H� e0N �H:em � �P p�M � �I3 0�HM; em0 � �P 0 p0�M � �H� e
0
N �HM:

Thus, the transformed cameras �I3 0� and �H� e0N � map
HM to the same points as original cameras �P p� and
�P 0 p0� map M.

Next, using this reconstruction matrix, we propose a
method of reconstruction of quadric components with
respect to the same frame, based on the method of Shashua
and Toelg [23]. In fact, the relative affine reconstruction has
been necessitated by the quadric reconstruction. Values of
invariants computed using these reconstructed components
are used for recognition.

3 PROJECTIVE RECONSTRUCTION OF

TRANSLATIONALLY REPEATED OBJECTS

The main aim in this section is to develop a framework for
the projective (relative affine) reconstruction of translation-
ally repeated objects. The reconstruction problem for
translationally repeated objects from a single image is best
handled by converting the problem from the single image
framework to the equivalent stereo image framework in
[3]. If in the stereo conversion, the original camera is �P p�
and the translated camera is �P 0 p0�, then we have �P p�M 0

� �P p�TM � �P 0 p0�M. Therefore, we have �P 0 p0� � �P p�T
� �P Pt� p� giving P 0 � P , p0 � Pt� p, and COP2 �
ÿPÿ1pÿ t

1

� �
. This shows that

T �COP2� � COP1: �1�
Also, H1 � P 0Pÿ1 � I and, hence, from Section 2.2,
H1ee � ee � ÿee0.

We obtain a relative affine reconstruction on the lines
of the fundamental work of Shashua and Navab [22]. The
value of k computed in Lemma 3.1 characterizes the
relative affine structure and has been obtained by
Shashua and Navab [22] and Luong and Vieville [12].
By computing the k in Lemma 3.1, we will have
reconstructed the first component pointwise. The second
component is reconstructed with respect to the same
frame in Theorem 3.2. The homography H� can be
computed, in theory, using three noncollinear points on
the plane � [3]. But, all the scalar multiples of the
homography are projectively the same homography. The
proof of Lemma 3.1 [3], [21] and Theorem 3.2 takes into
account the scaling at each stage, mathematically.

Lemma 3.1 Relative Affine Structure. Let Mi; i � 1; 2; 3; 4
be four points in general position on the object S and let
M 0

i; i � 1; 2; 3; 4 be the corresponding points on the translated
object S0. A single uncalibrated perspective image of an object
containing S and S0 together with the image point correspon-
dences mi and m0i; i � 1; 2; 3; 4 of the above points is given. If
m � �x y 1�t and m0 � �x0 y0 1�t is a point correspondence of a
3D point M 2 S and the corresponding translated point
M 0 2 S0, then M is projectively reconstructed as �x y 1 k�t,
where k � �m0�e0N �

t�H�m�m0�
jjm0�e0

N
jj2 . For proof see [3], [21].

It is assumed that enough image information is given, so
that the epipoles and the homography H� can be computed
for a suitable plane � using image information only [3], [21].
The actual scale of the homography is fixed using an
additional point not lying on the plane. Having recon-
structed the first component pointwise using Lemma 3.1,
the second component is to be reconstructed with respect to
the same frame. This is done in Theorem 3.2. This is not
possible by a simple repeated application of the relative
affine framework of Shashua and Navab [22], or by any
other reconstruction framework, as the two components
will be reconstructed with respect to different frames and,
hence, cannot be used together for any meaningful
computation like joint invariants. We have been able to
incorporate and reconstruct both the components with
respect to the same frame, which is a novel contribution of
this paper.
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Theorem 3.2. Projective Reconstruction: Translationally

Repeated Objects. Let Mi; i � 1; 2; 3; 4 be four points in

general position on the object S and let M 0
i; i � 1; 2; 3; 4 be the

corresponding points on the translated object S0. A single

uncalibrated perspective image of an object containing S and

S0 together with the image point correspondences mi and

m0i; i � 1; 2; 3; 4 of the above points is given. If m � �x y 1�t
and m0 � �x0 y0 1�t is a point correspondence of a 3D point

M 2 S and the corresponding translated point M 0 2 S0, then

the translated point M 0 is projectively reconstructed as

�x0 y0 1 k0�t, where

k0 � �m� e
0
N�t��H�m

0 ÿ 2m0� �m�
jjm� e0N jj2

:

Here, ��<M1;M2;M3> = the plane defined byM1;M2;M3.

Proof. Here, we will reconstruct M 0 projectively as HM 0.

HM 0 � HT �M� � P bM � Pt� p
LtN

bM � LtNt� �N

� �
:

Thus, HM 0 � HM � Pt
LtNt

� �
. So, we get HT �M� �

HM � Pt
LtNt

� �
for any 3D point M. In particular, when

M � COP2

HT �COP2� � H�COP2� � Pt
LtNt

� �
: �2�

Premultiplying both sides of (2) by �I3 0� and simplifying
using (1), we get

�P p��COP1� � �P p��COP2� � Pt) 0 � ee� Pt;

i.e, Pt � ÿee. Premultiplying by �H� e0N � in (2) and
simplifying, we get

�P 0 p0��COP1� � �P 0 p0��COP2� �H�Pt� e0NLtNt

) ee0 � ÿH�ee� e0NLtNt;

where H�ee � ee0. Thus, LtNt � �1� ��e0 jje0jj.
Thus, we have

HM 0 � HM � ÿee
�1� ��e0 jje0jj

� �
; �3�

�I3 0�HM 0 � �I3 0�HM ÿ ee) �P p�M 0

� �P p�M ÿ ee) em0 � emÿ ee: �4�

From (3), we get

�H� e0N �HM 0 � �H� e0N �HM ÿH�ee� �1� ��e0 jje0jje0N
�P 0 p0�M 0 � �P 0 p0�M ÿ ee0 � �1� ��e0 jje0jj e0jje0jj

� em0 � ee0 � em0 ÿ ee � 2 em0 ÿ em
(using (4) and since ee0 � ÿee). But,

�P 0 p0�M 0 � �H� e0N �HM 0 � �H� e0N �
em0
�0k0

� �
� H� em0 � �0k0e0N � �0�H�m

0 � k0e0N�:

Equating the two values, we get

2 em0 ÿ em � �0�H�m
0 � k0e0N�;

i.e., ÿ�m � �0�H�m
0 ÿ 2m0 � k0e0N�. Taking cross product

with m and simplifying, we get

k0 � �m� e
0
N�t��H�m

0 ÿ 2m0� �m�
jjm� e0N jj2

and

HM 0 � �fm0t �0k0�t � �0�m0t k0�t � �m0t k0�t � �x0 y0 1 k0�t;
as desired. tu
We can now compute k0, the relative affine structure, for

each point on the repeated component and, hence,
reconstruct each such point. Thus, the second component
is completely reconstructed with respect to the same frame.
As can be seen, in the expressions for k and k0, all the entities
are computable from the image. By (4), em0 � em ÿ ee0,
which indicates a linear combination between em0, em, and ee0.
Since we are using a single image, this implies that m;m0; e0
are collinear and this holds for all m;m0. Thus, e0 can be
computed by exploiting the fact that e0 is the point of
intersection of lines joining m1;m

0
1 and m2;m

0
2. Also,

H�mi � m0i; i � 1; 2; 3 H�e � e0, where H�e � e0 is used
to set the scale. A procedure for computing H� and e0N can
be found in [3], [21].

Since H� computed above is upto a scale, therefore, a

change in scale of H� will cause a change in the value of k

and k0. In order to fix the scale of H�, compute k4 for point

M4 not lying on the plane �. Subsequently, use bH� � 1
k4
H�

as the homography matrix. The value of k now obtained is

called the normalized value of k. The value of k and k0 are

obtained using the formulae in Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2

(all values in the formulae are computable from the image).

4 RECONSTRUCTION OF A PAIR OF

TRANSLATIONALLY REPEATED QUADRICS

This section deals with the objects considered in the
previous section under the additional assumption that S
is a quadric surface and S0 � T �S� is the translationally
repeated quadric surface. The aim is to projectively
reconstruct the quadric surfaces S and S0 using the
reconstruction carried out in Section 3, the main theoretical
results for which are in Theorem 4.1 and 4.2. A computa-
tional procedure for the same is also given in this section.
The importance of the study of such objects is obvious from
the fact that quadrics appear in a repeated form, naturally
in daily life in the form of minarets, dumbbells, paper-
weights, etc. Also, objects could be locally quadric as
discussed in [6]. In this paper, we do reconstruction of
repeated quadrics from a single image of the configuration
which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been done
before.

A quadric surface is an algebraic surface consisting of all
points in IP 3 in homogeneous coordinates satisfying a
homogeneous polynomial of degree 2 in four variables
X1; X2; X3; X4 over the field IR of real numbers. The general
equation of the quadric surface is

S � S�X1; X2; X3; X4� � �4
i�1�4

j�1qijXiXj � 0;
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i.e., S�X� � XtQX � 0, where Q � �qij� is a 4� 4 real
symmetric matrix and X � �X1 X2 X3 X4�t is a homoge-
neous 4� 1 vector. The quadric surface defined above is
said to be proper if det�Q� 6� 0, i.e., Q is nonsingular. The
nonsingular 4� 4 symmetric matrix Q upto a scale,
completely determines a proper quadric surface and, as
such, it is enough to determine Q. This contributes
10 parameters (as only the diagonal and upper diagonal
entries are significant). Since the matrix Q and the nonzero
scalar multiples of Q determine the same quadric surface,
there are nine independent parameters. Thus, there exists a
unique quadric surface passing through nine given points
in general position in 3D. In general position means no four
of these are coplanar. Each 3D point X (say) lying on
the quadric contributes a single equation in the form
XtQX � 0. Since Q has nine unknowns, nine such
equations are required. This indicates that we should have
enough image information from which we can recover the
nine parameters. This leads to the choice of image
information for the reconstruction framework proposed in
Theorem 4.2.

Given a 3D point not belonging to the quadric, tangents
are drawn to the quadric from this point. If the given point
is the COP of the perspective camera, the locus of the point
of tangency is called the rim of the quadric and the image of
the rim is called the outline conic. Since the tangency is
preserved under a projective transformation and, as seen in
the previous section, the images of a 3D point M by the
original camera and the images of HM by the transformed
camera are identical, the outline conic of the original
quadric Q is the same as the outline conic of the
reconstructed quadric eQ � H�Q� � fHMjM 2 Qg.

Let

Q � Q33 q
qt q44

� �
;

Q33 a 3� 3 matrix, q a 3� 1 vector, q44 a scalar, be a quadric
and let

eQ � H�Q� � eQ33 eqeqt fq44

� �
be the quadric to be reconstructed. It is not difficult to see

that eQ � �Hÿ1�tQHÿ1 (upto a scale). In fact, M � �X Y Z 1�t
lies on Q,MtQM � 0. If eM lies on eQ, eMt eQ eM � 0. But,

M � Hÿ1 eM lies on Q, hence, �Hÿ1 eM�tQHÿ1 eM � 0 for every

M 2 Q. So, eMt�Hÿ1�tQHÿ1 eM � 0 and eQ � �Hÿ1�tQHÿ1

upto a scale. Now, we establish a relationship between the

observed outline conic eC and the reconstructed quadric eQ,

which would help us in recovering the quadric parameters.

Lemma 4.1. Outline Conic of eQ. The outline conic eC of eQ is

determined by eC � eqeqt ÿ fq44
gQ33.

This has been proven in [23]. As an extension of this, we
have also been able to show that det�Q� � ÿ�fq44�ÿ1 det( eC).
Thus, eQ is a proper quadric which implies fq44 6� 0 and eC is a
proper conic.

Next in Theorem 4.2, we reconstruct eQ and eQ0 from the
given image information consisting of image point corre-
spondences for the four points on Q and its translate Q0

(points chosen are not on their rim) together with their

outline conics, identified in a single uncalibrated perspec-
tive image. The four point correspondences are used to
reconstruct four points on the components using the
framework of Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2. Thus, these
provide four parameters in the form of the relative affine
structure. That is, ki; i � 1; 2; 3; 4 for the first component and
k0i; i � 1; 2; 3; 4 for the second component. The additional
five parameters of the nine parameters required for a
quadric are provided by the five parameters each of the
outline conics. We use the method of Shashua and Toelg [23]
to reconstruct the first quadric but, in order to reconstruct
the repeated quadric, this theory needs to be modified,
which is the main contribution of Theorem 4.2. Subse-
quently, in Theorem 4.3, we have shown that the scheme
does not depend on the choice of the four points, which
helps in generalizing the entire reconstruction-based re-
cognition strategy.

Theorem 4.2. Reconstruction of eQ and eQ0. A single
uncalibrated perspective image of a pair of proper quadrics Q
and Q0 is given where Q0 is a translate of Q. Further image
point correspondences of four distinguished noncoplanar
points Mi; i � 1; 2; 3; 4 on Q and corresponding points
M 0

i; i � 1; 2; 3; 4 on Q0 are given. Also, known in the image
are corresponding outline conics. Then, the quadrics Q and Q0

can be reconstructed projectively.

Proof. Define the plane � �< M1;M2;M3 > . Let mi �
�xi yi 1�t and m0i � �x0i y0i 1�t i � 1; 2; 3; 4 be the corre-
sponding image points of the distinguished points
Mi;M

0
i; i � 1; 2; 3; 4.

Reconstruction of eQ � H�Q�. Let M be any point on Q

having an image m. In Lemma 3.1, the reconstructed

point HM � �x y 1 k�t has been computed. SinceeQ � HQ, we have by Lemma 4.1 eC � eqeqt ÿ fq44
gQ33. As

commented before, the given outline conic C of Q = the

outline conic eC of eQ. Also, fq44 6� 0. Thus, gQ33 � eqeqtÿeCeq44

�eqeqtÿCeq44

and

eQ � gQ33 eqeqt fq44

� �
;

is known if we can compute eq and fq44 consisting of
three unknowns from eq and 1 from fq44. We have
�mt k� eQ�mt k�t � �x y 1 k� eQ�x y 1 k�t � 0, which, after
simplification, gives the equation �mteq � kfq44�2 � mtCm.
This gives

mteq � kfq44 � �
��������������
mtCm
p

: �5�
The sign of the right hand side can be chosen

unambiguously to be positive (see Remark 4.3 given
after the proof). Now, eq and fq44 can be computed by
solving set of four equations obtained from (5) by
substituting m � mi � �xi yi 1�t and ki as computed in
Lemma 3.1, i � 1; 2; 3; 4. Thus, eQ has been reconstructed.

Similarly, we can reconstruct eQ0 � H�Q0� using m0i �
�x0i y0i 1�t and k0i as computed in Theorem 3.2, i � 1; 2; 3; 4
and the knowledge of the outline conic C0 of Q0. tu

Remark 4.3. The two signs in (5) would give two values of

k, i.e., k1 and k2. The two points �x y 1 k1�t and �x y 1 k2�t
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are the two points of intersection of the ray < HO HM >

with the quadric eQ, where m � �x y 1�t � �P p�M. The

problem is to pick k unambiguously so as to choose the

unoccluded point, which in our case would be the one

closer to the transformed COP1 � HO � �0 0 0 1�t. By

referring to closeness, we are not trying to define the

distance between HM and HO since these are projective

points and the concept of distance is not defined between

them. Each transformed 3D point is equivalent to

�x y 1 k�t, thus, we have been able to associate a

number k with each 3D point of the ray < HO HM > .

The relative affine structure k can be expressed as

k � d
z
z4

d4
, where d; d4 are perpendicular distances of M

and M4 (point lying outside the plane �), respectively,

from the plane � and z; z4 are the depths of these points

from the origin [21]. M4 is the point lying outside the

plane � formed by the points M1;M2;M3. It is the point

used to fix the scale of H� and to normalize k. The choice

between k1 and k2 is made depending on the position of

M4 with respect to the COP and �. If M4 lies between

COP and �, k � max�k1; k2� and if M4 and COP are on

opposite sides of �, then k � min�k1; k2�. We can assume

without loss of generality that ~q44 > 0, thus, k takes the

maximum value when
��������������
mtCm
p

is assigned positive sign.

By adjusting the scale of H�, it can be shown that all the

points on the ray < HO HM > are such that the value of

k decreases as we move away from the origin, with k � 0

on the plane � and the point with maximum k is the one

closest to the origin. Thus, the first point on the quadric

which < HO HM > meets is the one with maximum k.

Therefore, it can be inferred that a positive sign should

be assigned to
��������������
mtCm
p

in the (5). Hence, the choice of k

has been made unambiguous.

Next, we give the computational scheme for quadric

reconstruction. The algorithm for the reconstruction of a

virtual quadric surface, using two images of the quadric,

has been given by Shashua and Toelg [23]. We have used

that algorithm to compute the first quadric and then used

the result of Theorem 4.2, to compute the repeated quadric

with respect to the same frame.

Algorithm: Reconstruction of Translationally Repeated

Quadrics

Input: The outline conics C1 and C2 of the two translated

quadrics, images m1;m2;m3;m4 of four distinguished

points on the quadrics and their correspondences

m01;m
0
2;m

0
3;m

0
4.

Output: Matrices of the translationally repeated recon-

structed quadrics eQ1 and eQ2.

Stepwise Methodology:

1. Pick points on the outline conic C1 detected in the
image and fit a conic to it using Bookstein's
algorithm. Repeat the same for C2.

2. Choose k1 � 0; k2 � 0; k3 � 0, and k4 � 1 to obtain
points �x1 y1 1 0�t, �x2 y2 1 0�t, �x3 y3 1 0�t, and
�x4 y4 1 1�t.

3. Solve for eq1
44 and eq1 using the equations

x1 y1 1 0
x2 y2 1 0
x3 y3 1 0
x4 y4 1 1

0BB@
1CCA

eq1
1eq1
2eq1
3eq1
44

0BB@
1CCA �

������������������
mt

1C1m1

p������������������
mt

2C1m2

p������������������
mt

3C1m3

p������������������
mt

4C1m4

p
0BBB@

1CCCA
to compute eQ1.

4. Compute k01; k
0
2; k
0
3; k
0
4 using formula in Theorem 3.2

and obtain the reconstructed points �x0i y0i 1 k0i�t,
i � 1; 2; 3; 4.

5. Solve for eq2
44 and eq2 using the equations

x01 y01 1 k01
x02 y02 1 k02
x03 y03 1 k03
x04 y04 1 k04

0BB@
1CCA

eq2
1eq2
2eq2
3eq2
44

0BB@
1CCA �

������������������
mt

1C2m1

p������������������
mt

2C2m2

p������������������
mt

3C2m3

p������������������
mt

4C2m4

p
0BBB@

1CCCA
to compute eQ2.

As can be seen, the choice of four point correspondences of
points in general position, is essential for reconstruction.
Therefore, it becomes important to discuss how critical the
choice of four points is to the recognition strategy. A greater
independence in the choice of these points will lead to a
more general recognition strategy. In Theorem 4.3, we
discuss the effect of changing these points on the
reconstructed quadrics.

Theorem 4.3. Let Q be a quadric and Q0 its translate.
M1;M2;M3;M4 are the four distinguished points on Q and
M 0

1;M
0
2;M

0
3;M

0
4 are their correspondences on the quadric Q0.

The reconstructed quadrics are eQ and eQ0, respectively. By

changing the distinguished points to �M1; �M2; �M3; �M4, the

reconstructed quadrics are e�Q and e�Q0, respectively. These are

projectively equivalent to the original pair, that is, there exists

a projective transformation bH such that e�Q � bHt eQbH ande�Q0 � bHt eQ0 bH. (See [4] for proof).

Thus, an alternate choice of four points leads to a
projectively equivalent reconstruction of the components.
Since we use these components to compute the joint
projective invariants, and the values of the invariants
remain the same for projectively equivalent configurations,
any four points in general position can be used for
reconstructing projectively equivalent quadrics. This makes
the reconstruction scheme independent of the choice of
these four points, upto a projective transformation. This in
turn generalizes the recognition strategy.

Having reconstructed the quadrics, we will use these to
compute projective invariants, the values of which will be
used for recognition. The invariants are computed in the
next section. The reconstructed quadrics are proper because
the outline conics were nondegenerate and, hence, by
remark following Lemma 4.1, the reconstructed quadrics
are proper. Also, by Theorem 4.3, the choice of distin-
guished points is not crucial to the strategy.

5 RECOGNITION OF QUADRIC CONFIGURATIONS

In this paper, we propose an invariance-based recognition
strategy for repeated quadric configurations, where the
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invariants are computed using the reconstructed compo-
nents. By a quadric configuration, we mean a configuration
consisting of a pair of translationally repeated quadrics
which are rigidly connected. In the previous section, we
have reconstructed upto a projective transformation, a pair
of translationally repeated proper quadrics, using the image
information only. The reconstruction process yields recon-
structed quadrics which are not projectively equivalent if
the same pair is separated by different translations. In this
section, we compute the joint projective invariants of a pair
of proper quadrics for the purpose of recognition of quadric
configurations. It may be said at the very outset that the
invariants computed here hold for any pair of proper
quadrics, irrespective of whether they are repeated or not.
The nature of the invariants is such that the repeated
quadrics with different translations as well as different
nature of quadrics, will be recognized as different config-
urations. It is important that the reconstruction of both these
quadrics is with respect to the same frame (as in our
reconstruction framework) since otherwise, having ob-
tained quadrics in different frames, it would not have been
possible for us to compute their joint invariants. In the
following, we present a scheme for computing the joint
projective invariants of a pair of proper quadrics:

Let Q1 and Q2 be a pair of proper quadrics defined
upto a scale by 4� 4 nonsingular symmetric matrices A
and B, respectively. Let T 2 PGL4�IR� be any projective
transformation. Define transformed quadrics as Q1 �
T �Q1� � fTMjM � �X Y Z 1�t 2 Q1g � fTMjMtAM � 0g
and Q2 � T �Q2� � fTMjMtBM � 0g. Then, it can be
shown that, det�A� � jAj � jTÿ1j2jAj and det�B� � jBj �
jTÿ1j2jBj [3], [5].

To compute the number of projective invariants of the
configuration space consisting of a pair of quadrics Q1 and
Q2, we use the well-known formula (Gros and Quan [9]):

Number of independent invariants

� Dimension of the configuration space
ÿDimension of the transformation group:

Since each quadric contributes nine independent
parameters, hence, the dimension of the configuration
space consisting of a pair of quadrics is 9� 9 � 18. Now,
the projective group, PGL4�IR�, which is the multi-
plicative group of all 4� 4 nonsingular matrices upto a
scale, has 15 degrees of freedom. So from the formula
there are 18ÿ 15 � 3 independent invariants.

Now, Q1 and Q2 are determined by matrices A and B
upto a scale, so, if the projective invariants are computed
with the help of matrices A and B, then these should be
independent of all scalars �; � 6� 0 and all T 2 PGL4�IR�
when computed from �A; �B; �Tÿ1�tATÿ1; �Tÿ1�tBTÿ1. In
the next theorem, we overcome these difficulties and
compute a set of three projective invariants. The same
methodology can be used to obtain other sets of indepen-
dent invariants.

Theorem 5.1. (Projective Invariants). If Q1 and Q2 are the two

proper quadrics defined by symmetric nonsingular matrices A

and B, respectively, upto a scale, then f I2
3

I1I5
; I2I4

I1I5
;

I2
4

I3I5
g defines

a desired set of joint projective invariants, where Ik; k �
1; 2; 3; 4; 5 are defined by

j�A� �Bj � �4I1 � �3�I2 � �2�2I3 � ��3I4 � �4I5:

As a consequence, we have I1 � jAj; I5 � jBj; I2 �
�4
i�1bijAij; Aij is the cofactor of aij in jAj; I4 �

�4
i�1aijBij; Bij is the cofactor of bij in jBj, and I3 = the

sum of six determinants of order 4 in which any two
columns are from A and any other two columns are from B.
(See [3], [4] for proof).

Theorem 5.1 gives one set of joint projective invariants.

Alternate choices are also possible, for example

fI2I3

I1I5
; I3I4

I2I5
; I2I4

I1I5
g. As can be seen, each of the Ik; k � 1; � � � ; 5

are computable from the matrix of the quadrics. From the

given image information of translationally repeated

quadrics Q and Q0, in Section 5, we have projectively

reconstructed eQ � H�Q� and eQ0 � H�Q0� upto a suitable

H 2 PGL4�IR�. Thus, using the matrices of the quadrics, a

set of projective invariants for the pair of quadrics eQ and eQ0
can be computed using Theorem 5.1 above. These will be

the same if we compute from the original pair of quadrics Q

and Q0 as these are projectively equivalent to the recon-

structed quadrics. We now have the desired invariants for

the purpose of recognition of quadric configurations. Since

changing the four point correspondences just leads to the

reconstruction of a pair of projectively equivalent quadrics

(Theorem 4.3), the choice of these four points in the

reconstruction process, has no effect on the value of the

proposed projective invariants. Hence, the choice of these

points is not crucial to the recognition strategy, making it

general in application.

6 RECOGNITION EXPERIMENTS

The experiments were undertaken in order to study the
applicability of this invariant-based recognition strategy to
the recognition problem.The two major aspects of applic-
ability are the discriminatory power and the stability of the
strategy which are investigated via experiments. Initially,
we experimented on synthetic data in order to verify the
theory [3]. The recognition strategy is then applied to
experimental scenes (Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5) and images of real
life 3D objects with translationally repeated quadric
components like images of monuments with multidome
architecture (Figs. 6, 7, and 8). Results of these experiments
establish the effectiveness of our reconstruction-based
recognition scheme.

For all images, the conics were fitted interactively by
using Bookstein's algorithm [1] (Fig. 1). The correspon-
dences between known points on the translationally
repeated objects were used and have been distinctly
identified in some objects to establish correspondence. The
processing routines were developed using MATLAB.

6.1 Discriminatory Power of Invariants

In order to compare two sets of values of invariants, a
distance measure is required. For all pairs of different
images imi; imj, we define the distance used by Quan and
Veillon in [18], as

�3
k�1�Vk�imi� ÿ Vk�imj��2; �6�
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where Vk�imi� is the value of the kth invariant of image i. For

our results, we will take the linearly independent set to be

f I2
3

I1I5
; I2I4

I1I5
;
I2

4

I3I5
g.

6.1.1 Experimental Scenes

We take the experimental scenes (Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5). Each
of the vases (Fig. 2) are modeled as hyperboloids, bowls
(Fig. 3) and bottles (Figs. 4 and 5) as ellipsoids. We apply
our framework to each of the images and compute three
independent invariants which are shown in Table 1. The

distances between the sets of invariant values of the images

are shown in Table 2. The actual distances obtained using

(6) have been relatively scaled by a factor of 1013 so that they

can be meaningfully analyzed.
It can be observed that the distances indicate the

discriminatory power of the invariants. Two views of the
same pair of vases are projectively equivalent. This
scenario is equivalent to the camera being fixed and the
same projective transformation being applied to quadrics.
The study of the distances in Table 2 show that the
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Fig. 1. Outline conics fitted to some experimental scenes.

Fig. 2. Two views of transitionally repeated vases.

Fig. 3. Two views of transitionally repeated bowls.



distance between projectively equivalent configurations
(say, Figs. 3a and 3b) is much less as compared to its
distance from other configurations (say, Figs. 4, 5, and 6),
which are not projectively equivalent to it. This indicates
that our recognition strategy, in which invariants are
computed using reconstructed components, has a high
discriminatory power.

The invariants also have the capability of distinguishing
between the configurations on the basis of translation
between them. Figs. 5a and 5b are two views of the same
configuration, that is, the components have the same

translation and Fig. 5c has a different translation. This is
indicated by the fact that the distance between Figs. 5a and
5b is 4.5975 which is less than the distance between Figs. 5a
and 5c (2.754e6) and Figs. 5b and 5c (2.747e6).

It has also been tested that the discriminatory power of
the invariants still hold when a different set of independent
invariants is chosen, e.g., fI1I5

I2
3

; I1I5

I2I4
;
I2

2

I1I3
g. The values of these

invariants for the experimental scenes and the distances
between the invariants are given in [3]. The distances have
also been computed using a set of invariants as those in
Table 2, but the first two invariants have been inversed [3].
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Fig. 4. Two views of transitionally repeated bottles.

Fig. 5. (a), (b) Two views of transitionally repeated. (c) Bottles seperated by a different translation.

Fig. 6. Views of the Taj Mahal, Agra, India.



Inspite of the values of the first two invariants being very
small compared to the third, the distances are able to
distinguish the configurations.

6.2 Application

As an application, the experiments are carried out on
images of monuments with multidome architecture. The
aim is to be able to extract features which are similar
between images of the same monument. This application
indicates the applicability of the approach to content-based
image retrieval.

Our framework is applied to monuments in Figs. 6, 7,
and 8, which have minarets and domes which are
translationally repeated. These monuments can be char-
acterized by the repeated domes. Each of these domes can
be modeled as a quadric. Due to the distance from which

the photograph has to be taken in order to get the two
domes in view, the projective distortion is not too much. As
a result, the outline conics seen in the image do not vary
much, which aid in recognition. Occlusion is not a major
issue because the size of the structures makes it difficult for
one of the domes to be completely covered. Also, these
monuments have parapets around the domes, or engrav-
ings on the dome, which can aid in the choice of
distinguished points. The perfect symmetry of these domes
allow a wide range of views to be acceptable.

In each of the images of the monuments, the outline
conic was fitted to the domes. The fitted outline conics for
two of the monuments is shown in Fig. 9. The four points
chosen were two corners of the parapet, one point just
below the steeple, and the fourth point as the centre of the
fitted conic. As is evident from the choices, these points are
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Fig. 7. Views of the Jama Masjid, Delhi, India.

Fig. 8. Views of the (a) Red Fort, Delhi and (b) Birbal's Tomb, Agra.

Fig. 9. Conics fitted to repeated domes of monuments.



always found on the domes in question. A quadric was
reconstructed with respect to each dome, and the invariants
were computed with each pair. This was first done for four
images of the Taj Mahal, (Fig. 6), then two images of the
Jama Masjid (Fig. 7), and one each of the Red Fort (Fig. 8a)
and Birbal's house (Fig. 8b). The distances between these
invariants are shown in Table 3. Here, also the distances
have been relatively scaled in order to make their analysis
meaningful.

The values in Table 3 show that the distance between

invariants for Figs. 6a, 6b, 6c, and 6d are of the order 100.

The distances of these from the invariants of Figs. 7a and 7b

and Figs. 8a and 8b are of the order 103. Similarly, distances

between the invariants for the two images Figs. 7b and 7a is

0.2075, and the distances of Fig. 7b from Figs. 8a and 8b are

1.1969 and 1.243, respectively.

These distance values indicate the discriminatory ability
of the strategy with respect to features obtained from the
monuments. Hence, this invariant-based recognition strat-
egy can be used for indexing images of these type of
monuments.

6.3 Stability of the Invariant-Based Recognition
Strategy

The stability of the recognition strategy implicitly takes into
account the stability of the reconstruction scheme and the
stability of the invariants computed using the reconstructed
quadrics. It brings to fore two main issues:

. The ability of the strategy to handle the effect of
perturbation in the correspondences between
translated points and use of an alternate set of
correspondences for reconstruction.

. The ability of the strategy to discriminate and cluster
images of a configuration taken from different
views. A Principal Component Analysis-based fea-
ture extraction and classification scheme has been
used for studying this aspect of stability.

We now analyze both these issues in detail.

6.3.1 Stability: Correspondence Related Issues

We study the effect of perturbation in the correspondences
via a simulated experiment. We take a pair of quadrics and
their images, the outline conics. We perturb the position of
the corresponding points on the translated quadric, keeping
the points on the first quadric the same. The entire
reconstruction strategy is now applied to it and we compute
the invariants shown in Table 4. We find the distance
between the values obtained without perturbing the points
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TABLE 1
Values of Invariants of Experimental Scenes

TABLE 3
Distances (Scaled by 1017) between Invariants of Monuments



and those obtained by perturbing the points. The distances
have been scaled by the order of 107 to make the relative
comparison of distances meaningful. It can be seen that
small perturbations of two-three pixels can be handled, that
is, the distances from the unperturbed case is small. But, the
distance increases with the increase in displacement of the
pixels. This is realistic because a perturbation of five or
more pixels may cause the point to lie outside the outline
conic. Thus, the invariant values have been found to be
stable for small perturbations in points.

Also, it has been proved in Theorem 4.3 that the choice of
point correspondences is not crucial to the reconstruction-
based recognition strategy. We have experimentally verified
this for the scenes in Fig. 10 by taking different sets of
distinguished points. The values of the invariants are
shown in Table 5. Values have been found to be similar.
This indicates the stability of the quadric reconstruction and
the experimental validation that any four points in general
position can be chosen.

6.3.2 Principal Component Analysis

Use of trainable classifiers provide a mechanism to decide
upon class boundaries depending upon variations of the
invariant value over an example set [19]. Hence, we have
used principal component analysis for feature extraction, so
that class separability is maximized.

For principal component analysis, we take three config-
urations each containing a pair of translationally repeated
quadrics (Figs. 11a, 11b, 11c, and 11d, 12a, 12b, 12c, and 12d,
13a, 13b, 13c, and 13d). For each of these, we reconstruct the
pair of quadrics as explained in Section 4 and compute the
values of seven invariants

fI1I5

I2
3

;
I2I4

I2
3

;
I2I5

I3I4
;
I1I5

I2I4
;
I3I5

I2
4

;
I1I4

I2I3
;
I1I3

I2
2

g

for each of the images. These values form the vector of
invariants for each image. We do an eigenspace analysis of
these invariant vectors. We compute the covariance matrix
C of these vectors, the eigen values of the covariance matrix,
and their corresponding eigen vectors. The eigen values are
{1.9822e-13, 2.5216e-12, 2.8992e-9, 8.2652e-7, 2.5028e-5,
7.6463e-4, 0.0098}. Then, we obtain the projection of the
invariant vectors on to the space defined by the eigen
vectors corresponding to the three largest eigen values (as a
pair of quadrics has three independent invariants). We can
categorize these images (Figs. 11, 12, and 13) into three
classes on the basis of their projective equivalence:

. Class I: Figs. 11a, 11b, 11c, and 11d,

. Class II: Figs. 12a, 12b, 12c, and 12d,

. Class III: Figs. 13a, 13b, 13c, and 13d.
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TABLE 4
Values of Invariants Computed by Introducing Perturbation in the Points on the Translated Quadratic

and Their Distance from the Invariants of the Unperturbed Configuration

The distances have been scaled by 107 so that they can be analyzed relatively. The values have been rounded to two places after the decimal.

Fig. 10. Configurations with marked points for picking correspondences.



Their separation is characterized using the Mahalanobis
distance

D�Yi; Classj� � �Yi ÿ Y j�tCÿ1
j �Yi ÿ Y j�; �7�

where Cj is the covariance matrix of class j and
D�Yi; Classj� denotes the distance of vector Yi from the
jth class. The Mahalanobis distance of the projected vectors
corresponding to the experimental scenes, from the three
identified classes are shown in Table 6, which indicate that
the classes are well separated.

We now consider two novel views (Figs. 14a and 14b) of
Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, respectively. The Mahalanobis distance

of these projected vectors of these images from the three
classes are given in Table 6. The distances from the classes
correctly classify the image Fig. 14a as belonging to Class II
and Fig. 14b to be that of the configuration corresponding to
Class III. The distance of the invariants computed for the
quadrics reconstructed using different sets of four points,
shown in Fig. 10b, on the projected feature space, from the
three classes, show (Table 6) that they have been correctly
classified as Class II.

The results establish that the invariants computed via the
reconstruction-based recognition strategy are such that we
are able to categorize these images correctly into classes,
despite variations in viewpoint, which is equivalent to
applying the same projective transformation to both the
quadrics keeping the camera fixed. They are also stable to
change in the set of point correspondences and perturbation
in points.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have given a scheme for invariant-based
recognition for translationally repeated quadric configura-
tions via a reconstruction framework. A mathematical
framework for the reconstruction of translationally repeated
objects, in general, and translationally repeated quadrics in
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Fig. 12. Views of Scene 2 for stability analysis.

Fig. 11. View of Scene 1 for stability analysis.

Fig. 13. Views of Scene 3 for stability analysis.

TABLE 5
Effect of Change in Distinguished Points on the Invariants



particular, have been developed. Joint projective invariants
have been proposed for a general pair of proper quadrics.
These have been applied for the recognition of quadric
configurations from a single image. The reconstruction-
based recognition strategy is general and applicable to all
repeated objects for which invariants can be computed.

Experiments on real and synthetic images establish the
discriminatory power and the stability of these invariants as
well as the strategy. We have also considered the applica-
tion of this technique for recognition of real life objects like
historical monuments with multidome architecture. The
ability of these invariants in distinguishing images of
different historical monuments despite variations in their
views, based on their geometric similarity, indicates a
possible application of this measure for indexing images in
a digital library. For the reconstruction of quadrics, we need
the two outline conics and four point correspondences. The
strategy would fail in cases when the outline conics are
occluded (occlusion to some extent is permissible by
Bookstein's algorithm [1]), or if it is not possible to pick
image point correspondences, they are not in general
position in the image or the points lie on the outline conic.
An alternate strategy to handle occlusion has been devel-
oped in [4] which takes into account the repetition
explicitly.

As an extension of this work, a general reconstruction
framework can be developed for affinely repeated objects.
The case of translationally repeated objects can then be
approached as a special case of that. Proposed approach can
also be adapted for analysis of scenes with multiple
repeated components.

APPENDIX

We will now establish a relationship between H� and H1
by the following theorem. This relationship has also been

proved by Shashua and Navab [22] and Luong and Vieville
[12]. We prove it with respect to our framework.

Theorem 7.1. Let eP � K�Rw tw� and eP 0 � K0�R0w t0w� be the two

cameras. Let � be the reference plane. Then, H� �
H1 � e0N�t�N

where e0N � e0
jje0 jj , the normalized epipole, H� is

the homography between the two image planes, with respect to

the plane �, and �t�N
is expressed in terms of the coordinates

of the plane � and the internal camera parameters.

Proof. As we want the expression of k in terms of actual
distances, we take the canonical decomposition of the

camera matrices in terms of the intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters in the form

eP � K�Rw tw�; eP 0 � K0�R0w t0w�: �8�
Now,

em � ePM � K�Rw tw� � K�Rw�X Y Z�t � tw�:
Therefore,

Kÿ1 em � Rw�X Y Z�t � tw: �9�
Similarly,

K
0ÿ1 em0 � R0w�X Y Z�t � t0w: �10�

Eliminating �X Y Z�t between (9) and (10), we get

em0 � K0R0wRÿ1
w Kÿ1 em�K0�t0w ÿR0wRÿ1

w tw�:
By defining R0wR

ÿ1
w � R and t0w ÿR0wRÿ1

w tw � T , we get

em0 � K0RKÿ1 em�K0T: �11�
By using the form of the camera matrix in (8), we get H1
� P 0Pÿ1 � �K0R0w��KRw�ÿ1 � K0R0wRÿ1

w Kÿ1 � K0RKÿ1.
Also, ee0 � ÿK0R0wRÿ1

w tw �K0t0w � K0�t0w ÿRtw� � K0T .
Substituting into (11), we get
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TABLE 6
Distances of Projected Image Vectors from Their Classes

Fig. 14. Additional views for stability analysis.



em0 � H1 em� ee0: �12�
Let the normalized coordinates of the plane � � l

ÿ�
� �

,

where l is a 3� 1 vector.
For a point M lying on the plane �, lt�Kÿ1 em� � �. This

gives

lt�Kÿ1 em�
�

� 1: �13�

Combining (13) and (12), we get em � �H1 � ee0 ltKÿ1

� � em �
H� em (since M 2 � and H� em � em0�. This gives

H� � H1 � ee0 ltKÿ1

�
� H1 � e0

jje0jj
�e0 jje0jjltKÿ1

�

� H1 � e0N�t�N
�where �t�N

� �e0 jje
0jjltKÿ1

�
�:
�14�

Therefore, we get the desired result H� � H1 � e0N�t�N
.tu

Premultiplying by e
0t
N on both sides of (14), we get

e
0t
N�H� ÿH1� � e0tNe0N�t�N

� jje0N jj2�t�N
� �t�N

:

Theorem 7.2. The following results hold true

1. ee0 � p0 ÿH1p.
2. H1ee � ÿee0.
3. H�ee � ee0 for some  2 IR;  6� 0.

Proof.

1. ee0 � �P 0 p0� ÿPÿ1p
1

� �
� ÿP 0Pÿ1p� p0 � p0 ÿH1p:

2. H1ee � P 0Pÿ1�P p� ÿP
0ÿ1p0

1

� �
� P 0Pÿ1pÿ

P 0Pÿ1PP
0ÿ1p0 � H1pÿ p0 � ÿee0 �from 1��:

3. From Theorem 7.1, we have H� � H1 � e0N�t�N
.

Therefore,

H�ee � H1ee� e0N�t�N
ee � ÿee0 � �t�N

eee0N
�because �t�N

ee is a scalar�

� ÿ ee0 � �t�N
ee e0

jje0jj
�e0

�e0
�
 
ÿ1� �t�N

ee
�e0 jje0jj

!ee0
� ee0  

where  �
 
ÿ1� �t�N

ee
�e0 jje0jj

!!
:

Now, from (14), �t�N
� �e0 jje0 jjltKÿ1

� . Using this, �t�N
ee �

�e0 jje0 jjlt
� Kÿ1ee 6� �e0 jje0jj because ee does not lie on the

plane �. This implies that  6� 0. tu
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